Boost your thesis!
3, 4, 6 and 7 April 2017

Do you stare at a blank screen for days on end, waiting for inspiration? Do you aimlessly read one article after another without figuring out what you can or want to do with them? Would you rather undergo a root canal treatment than have to continue to work on your thesis?

Time to boost your thesis!

The thesis is the part of their studies where most students fall behind. All external structure has disappeared. You have no more lectures, no required reading and no set questions. Even the deadline is rather fluid. The result is that time flies by and you take longer than necessary to complete your thesis.

Boost your thesis means having the opportunity to spend a week working intensively on your thesis. From early in the morning to the end of the afternoon, a number of locations will be made available for you to work independently on your thesis or to exchange ideas with your ‘fellow-sufferers’. Additionally, supervisors from the Student Guidance Department (ASB), the Nijmegen Centre for Academic Writing (ASN) and the University Library (UB) will be available for support and advice. Alongside this, during the week various presentations and workshops will be offered that directly or indirectly relate to your thesis writing process.

Each day will conclude with a brief evaluation so that you get an ever better view of what does and what does not contribute to the progress of your thesis. The idea, after all, is that following the boost your thesis week you can continue to crack on independently!

Please register via Osiris: ASB-BOOST2017
Info: studentaffairs@dsz.ru.nl
Participation costs €35 and includes breakfast every morning